
Sites compute and 
storage description

Some clean-up is needed...



This is not a sexy talk  

This is about the legacy stuff we have around and makes our life difficult



Many site attributes “leftover”
● in the next slides: list few key places where we have a lot of things that are 

“maybe used - maybe not used anymore but we have still that small bit that 
need fixing” 



Why?
● Why? Everybody is talking about simplification, consolidation, automation, etc…

○ But how can we do this if it’s taking several experts days to explain how our system works?

● Lightweight sites??
○ No way! With the examples above bootstrapping a site is complicated
○ Experts always needed, not clear what happens if someone touch something.

● Whenever we make a change is supercomplex to understand the impact



DDM endpoints



PandaQueue 1



PandaQueue 2



PandaQueue 3



PandaQueue 4



Attributes to the Pilot
● SchedConfig is under evolution

○ The “configurator”

● Still the pilot needs several other attributes which are not in SchedConfig
○ E.g. the storage protocols

● For now using CVMFS
○ Plus retries directly on AGIS if CVMFS not available
○ Couple of hours minimum refresh time, i.e. change a value you’ve to wait to see if the change is 

ok.

● If we need faster turnaround we should think:
○ Several options, just listing 2: 

■ having these infos in Panda which can serve them to the pilot (as today panda does for 
the “queuedata”)

■ Query directly AGIS



ToACache
● Is anyone still using ToACache????



SW releases (publication)
● We are (since a while) automatically tagging the CVMFS sites
● Do we still need the whole granularity for all the sites?
● nightlies?



Why? -- again
● Why? Everybody is talking about simplification, consolidation, automation, etc…

○ But how can we do this if it’s taking several experts days to explain how our system works?

● Lightweight sites??
○ No way! With the examples above bootstrapping a site is complicated
○ Experts always needed, not clear what happens if someone touch something.

● Whenever we make a change is supercomplex to understand the impact



...
● What do we clean?
● … and when?


